
hot pink- 
it’s a girl thing!
CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS

FREE PROJECT IDEAS BY HOBBY LOBBY®



file folders

frame plates rhinestone details 

chipboard embellishments stacking boxes 

Making photo frame plates is so simple using patterned 

papers, glass plates, decoupage, and a few fabulous 

photos! A fun and quick gift idea!

The glitz and glam of rhinestones are the perfect details 

for this color theme. Simply layer two buttons and add 

rhinestones for your own sparkly detail!

Giving movement and drama to this file folder was easy

 with ribbon, a little ball-chain and a glittering chipboard

heart. A truly girlie touch that you are sure to love!

Fabulous storage is always a hot commodity and this 

paper collection made it even hotter! Mix patterns and

solid cardstock to give each box it’s own unique style!



file folders

shadowbox

The glitz and glam of rhinestones are the perfect details 

for this color theme. Simply layer two buttons and add 

rhinestones for your own sparkly detail!

Create one or several keepsake shadowboxes 

to display your favorite photos. Black and white 

pictures really pop off the layered hot pink 

patterns and contrasting black accents. Try adding 

your favorite quotes or descriptive words with 

chipboard letters, stickers and archival markers.

To make a decorative file folder, simply 

adhere patterned papers to a regular folder 

file using double sided adhesive. Next wrap 

several coordinating ribbons in several widths 

for a decorative trim. Use adhesive fabric tabs 

to label your file for an added touch. Don’t 

forget the glittering dangle heart for your 

sweet embellishment. It’s also handy to create 

matching pull out tabs to keep important at-a-

glance information. These can be created by 

cutting down office files, including the tabs, 

and covering with patterned papers.

 

Fabulous storage is always a hot commodity and this 

paper collection made it even hotter! Mix patterns and

solid cardstock to give each box it’s own unique style!

Black, white and girlie hot pink are trendy and happy colors that are always 
fun to use in design. They give every creative project a splash of hot style! 

Look for your favorite scrapbooking 
supplies at your local Hobby Lobby...
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hangers
Even hangers get a touch of style by covering 

them with this hip paper collection.Use wire, 

wood or plastic hangers with fun and funky 

embellishments like ribbon, heart and star 

die-cuts and cording for unexpected details.


